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I. INTRODUCTION

The ocean is an abundant resource; however, overutilization is becoming an increasing threat to biodiversity. Approximately 90% of the ocean’s fisheries are overexploited, fully exploited, or have collapsed entirely.1 The issue of overfishing arose in the mid-1900s after the industrialization of the fishing industry. Once dominated by local fishermen, the industry now features commercial fleets with the technology to locate, extract, and process large numbers of specific fish species.2 An early 2000s study reported that only 10% of large ocean fish remained after years of industrial fishing, including the highly migratory Pacific Bluefin Tuna (“PBT”).3

In 2016, the PBT was at a historical low — only 2.6% of its unfished population size.4 In response, several environmental groups, led by the Center for Biological Diversity, petitioned the Secretary of Commerce through the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”), to list the PBT as endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”).5 NMFS, a division of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, issued a preliminary finding that listing may be warranted.6 Following the twelve-month review, the agency published in the Federal Register a finding that listing was not warranted.7 However, however, that finding was incorrect because it relied on regulations that perpetuate overutilization by mischaracterizing both fish stocks and reproductive potential, thus overestimating the species’ capacity to avoid extinction.

II. STATUTORY BASIS FOR LISTING PACIFIC BLUEFIN TUNA

A. THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT LISTING REQUIREMENTS

The purpose of the ESA is to conserve species that are endangered or threatened as a result of “economic growth and development untempered by adequate concern and conservation” and to “reverse the trend towards species extinction, whatever the cost.”8 “Endangered” means a species is in “danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range,” and “threatened” means a species “is likely to become an endangered species within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range.”9 When a species is listed as endangered, a range of legal protections are triggered, including a prohibition on “take” by both the federal government and private individuals.10

The Secretary of Commerce must list a species as endangered or threatened if any of the following five factors are sufficiently implicated.11 The Secretary must consider whether there is “the present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or range; overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes; disease or predation; the inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; or other natural or manmade factors affecting its continued existence.”12

The evaluation must be made “solely on the basis of the best scientific and commercial data available to [the Secretary].”13 The “best available science” is a highly deferential standard reliant on the expertise of the agency.14 If the agency thoroughly reviews the readily available scientific information, uncertainties in the scientific data will not defeat this standard.15 Additionally, economic considerations are not factors in determining whether to list a species.16

B. CHALLENGING A LISTING DECISION UNDER THE APA

Any challenge to an agency’s ESA listing decision is governed by § 706 of the Administrative Procedure Act, which establishes the “arbitrary and capricious” standard.17 The review of an agency’s action is “deferential and narrow” and requires a “high threshold for setting aside agency action.”18 Any agency action may be overturned if the agency does not “consider[] the relevant factors and articulate[] a rational connection between the facts found and the choices made.”19

III. THE PACIFIC BLUEFIN TUNA SHOULD BE LISTED UNDER THE ESA

The PBT meets the listing requirements under the ESA and should be listed either as threatened or endangered. The PBT’s current population status puts it at risk of extinction because of its low population size, decreased recruitment, and overfishing pressures.

A. THE PRESENT OF THREATENED CURTAILMENT OF THE PACIFIC BLUEFIN TUNA’S RANGE

The PBT’s range covers a vast expanse of the Pacific Ocean; however, its range is substantially reduced compared with historical conditions.20 The reduction is mainly attributable to a decline in species abundance, primarily due to commercial exploitation.21 As a highly migratory fish species, the PBT is
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less vulnerable to site-specific habitat loss (excluding spawning sites) which can often obscure traditional markers of habitat strain.\textsuperscript{22} NMFS’s analysis of the PBT’s range relied on its ability to adapt or alter range to reduce the harmful effects of habitat modification or destruction.

NMFS did not thoroughly consider all relevant factors that impact the species’ range in response to habitat modification. The PBT utilizes a diverse scope of habitats which obscures the traditional markers of habitat strain on the species. Thus, the agency cannot make a rational conclusion without additional considerations, such as the impacts range reductions can have on the species’ viability.

1. **The Expansion of Mesopredators and Pacific Bluefin Tuna**

As the range of PBT has decreased, the Skipjack tuna has expanded its range into the historical range of PBT.\textsuperscript{23} This expansion is evidence of an ecological trend where generalist predators expand into the niche once occupied by top pelagic predators.\textsuperscript{24} The Skipjack tuna’s encroachment into the PBT’s range has a greater potential to alter the ecosystem structure and trigger biodiversity loss, affecting this habitat’s suitability in the future.\textsuperscript{25} NMFS’s assessment did not consider the implication that range reductions may have on the PBT’s ability to occupy its prior range. Skipjack tuna replacing PBT is thus relevant to determining a present or threatened modification of the PBT’s range. Therefore, NMFS’s review incorrectly limited its analysis by not considering the habitat alteration from introducing a new primary predator.

2. **The Vulnerability of Subpopulations**

Unlike other pelagic fish species, the PBT depends on returning to annual spawning sites.\textsuperscript{26} This type of site-specific spawning can lead to genetically diverse subpopulations.\textsuperscript{27} A decline in abundance and a loss of these genetically diverse subpopulations may explain the PBT’s observed range reductions.\textsuperscript{28} NMFS dismissed concerns of decreased genetic diversity, stating the PBT is not at risk of traditional small population genetic concerns.\textsuperscript{29} NMFS noted that the PBT’s site-specific spawning behavior prevents small population concerns because finding a mate is more probable.\textsuperscript{30} However, this conclusion does not address potential genetic diversity lost by subpopulations; rather, NMFS relies on the likelihood of high overall genetic diversity.\textsuperscript{31} To make an informed decision, NMFS must consider whether the range reductions represent a loss of unique subpopulations because any loss in genetic diversity decreases the species’ resiliency.

3. **Higher Concentrations of Pacific Bluefin Tuna Influencing Overfishing**

Typically, as the abundance of a species decreases, the cost associated with fishing increases, such that it is no longer economically feasible to continue the same level of fishing efforts.\textsuperscript{32} However, the PBT catch levels have remained constant because the species’ density remains constant over a shrinking expanse of the Pacific Ocean, and high market prices enable fishermen to continue at similar catch rates despite the decline in species abundance.\textsuperscript{33} The range reductions experienced by the PBT thus promote harvesting to extinction.\textsuperscript{34} Consequently, NMFS did not consider a relevant factor modifying the PBT’s historical range that could exacerbate the threat of overfishing and subsequently threaten the species’ continued existence.

B. **The Commercial Overutilization of the Pacific Bluefin Tuna**

NMFS’s reliance on population numbers to estimate recruitment limits its ability to accurately assess the status of the PBT. The management of fish stocks is assessed based on biomass in existing fishery legislation, meaning there is no mechanism to track the number of individuals caught each year.\textsuperscript{35} Consequently, the number of remaining individuals will be speculative because any number of small to large fish could be caught in complying with the quotas.

Additionally, the connection is not sufficiently tested between spawning stock biomass and recruitment to draw affirmative conclusions from this data, especially considering those factors do not account for variability in fecundity.\textsuperscript{36} Reliance on an isometric relationship for reproductive potential will underestimate the significance of larger females for recruitment.\textsuperscript{37} Conversely, following a hyperallometric model, a 190 centimeter fish is likely to produce five million eggs, while a 250 centimeter fish is likely to produce twenty-five million eggs.\textsuperscript{38} NMFS’s emphasis on recruitment for species recovery does not account for the importance of older fish for rebuilding depleted fish stocks; therefore, the decision not to list the PBT as an endangered or threatened species under the ESA should be reconsidered as the agency did not accurately apply the listing criteria to the species.\textsuperscript{39}

IV. **Conclusion**

While there is high deference given to agency decisions, this decision should be reconsidered as it did not accurately apply the listing criteria to the PBT. The agency did not follow the “best science available” standards and considered factors that exceeded the statutory criteria under the ESA. Therefore, the listing decision should be challenged.
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